A new version of the so-called optimized perturbation (OPT), implementing consistently renormalization group properties, is used to calculate the nonperturbative ratio F π /Λ MS of the pion decay constant and the basic QCD scale in the MS scheme. Using the experimental F π input value it provides a new determination of Λ MS for n f = 2 and n f = 3, and of the QCD coupling constant α S at various scales once combined with a standard perturbative evolution. The stability and empirical convergence properties of the RGOPT modified series is demonstrated up to the third order. We examine the difference sources of theoretical uncertainties and obtain α S (m Z ) = 0.1174
Introduction and Motivation
In the chiral symmetric, massless quark limit, the QCD coupling α S (µ) or equivalently
β 0 α S (1 + · · ·) (1.1) in a specified renormalization scheme, is the only QCD parameter 1 . The present world average value [1] α S (m Z ) = .1184 ± .0007 is impressively accurate, combining many different determinations. It is worth however to obtain Λ or α S (µ) from further independent analyses and methods, specially for n f = 2 in the infrared range not perturbatively extrapolable from high scale values. Our more general purpose is to obtain approximations of reasonable accuracy to the chiral symmetry breaking order parameters, F π ,, etc, from an alternative (optimized) use of perturbation series, exploiting that typically the pion decay constant F π should be entirely determined by Λ in the strict chiral limit, from which α S can be obtained as a by-product. However the intrinsically nonperturbative ratio F π /Λ is normally not accessible from standard perturbative calculations: first, naively it should involve a priori large α S (µ) values at the presumably corresponding low scales µ ∼ Λ, invalidating ordinary QCD perturbative expansions. Moreover, an often invoked argument is that, even if F π andhave standard perturbative QCD expansions, these are proportional to the light quark masses, e.g.
, thus trivially vanishing anyway in the relevant chiral limit m q → 0 at arbitrary perturbative orders. As we will see, one can in fact circumvent both problems, by an appropriate modification of the ordinary perturbative expansion.
Optimized Perturbation (OPT)
The first basic idea [2] is to reshuffle the standard QCD Lagrangian by introducing an extra parameter 0 < δ < 1, interpolating between L f ree and L int , such that the mass m q is traded for an arbitrary "trial" parameter. This is perturbatively equivalent to taking standard perturbative expansions in g ≡ 4πα S , after renormalization, reexpanded in powers of δ after substituting:
The whole procedure is consistent with renormalizability [3, 4] and gauge invariance [4] . In (2.1) we introduce an extra parameter a, to reflect a priori a certain freedom in the interpolating form, allowing to impose further physical constraints as will be discussed below. Applying (2.1) to a given perturbative expansion for a physical quantity P(m, g), reexpanded in δ at order k, and taking afterwards the δ → 1 limit to recover the original massless theory, leaves a remnant m-dependence at any finite δ k -order. Then m is most conveniently fixed by an optimization (OPT) prescription:
thus determining a nontrivial optimized massm(g), of order Λ, realizing dimensional transmutation, unlike the original mass vanishing in the chiral limit. But does this 'cheap trick' always work? 1 In Eq. (1.1) ellipses stand for higher RG orders corrections and Λ n f MS depends also on the number of active quark flavors n f , with perturbative matching at the quark mass thresholds [1] or when (and why) does it work? In simpler (D = 1) models such a procedure may be seen as a particular case of "order-dependent mapping" [5] , which has been proven [6] to converge exponentially fast for the D = 1 Φ 4 oscillator energy levels. For D > 1 renormalizable models, the large δ -orders behaviour is more involved, and no equivalent convergence proof exists at present (although OPT is seen to partially damp the factorially divergent (infrared renormalons) perturbative behaviour at large orders [7] ). Nevertheless the OPT can give rather successful approximations to certain nonperturbative quantities beyond mean field approximations in a wide variety of models [2, 8, 9] , also in studies of phase transitions at finite temperatures and densities.
Renormalization Group improvement of OPT (RGOPT)
Most previous OPT applications are based on the so-called linear δ -expansion, assuming a = 1 in Eq. (2.1) mainly for simplicity and economy of parameters. Our more recent approach [10, 11, 12] differs in two respects, which turn out to drastically improve the convergence. First, we introduce a straightforward marriage of OPT and renormalization group (RG) properties, by requiring the (δ -modified) expansion to satisfy, in addition to the OPT Eq. (2.2), a standard RG equation:
where the (homogeneous) RG operator acting on a physical quantity is 2 µ
Since interaction and free terms from the original perturbative series are reshuffled by the δ -modified expansion, Eq. (3.1) gives a nontrivial additional constraint. Moreover, combined with Eq. (2.2), the RG equation takes a reduced form:
As a result Eqs. (3.2) and (2.2) together completely fix optimized m ≡m and g ≡g values. Now a well-known drawback of the standard OPT approach is that, beyond lowest order, Eq. (2.2) generally gives more and more solutions at increasing orders, furthermore many being complex. Without more insight on the nonpertubative behaviour, it may be difficult to select the right solution, and the unphysical complex solutions are embarrassing. But RG considerations also provide possible ways out, and this is the second main difference and new feature of our RGOPT version. More precisely for QCD (more generally for any asymptotically free (AF) models), we proposed [11, 12] a rather compelling selection criterion, retaining only the solution(s) continuously matching asymptotically the standard AF perturbative RG behaviour for g → 0:
This provides a unique solution at a given order for both the RG and OPT equations. A welcome additional feature is that requiring at least one RG solution to fulfill (3.3) gives in fact a strong necessary condition on the basic interpolation (2.1), fixing a uniquely in terms of the universal (scheme-independent) first order RG coefficients:
A connection of a with RG anomalous dimensions/critical exponents was also established in a very different context, in the D = 3 Φ 4 model for the Bose-Einstein condensate (BEC) critical temperature shift by two independent OPT approaches [8, 9] , where it also led to real OPT solutions [9] . Unfortunately, in the more involved QCD-like theories, AF-compatibility and reality of solutions appear in general mutually exclusive beyond lowest order. A simple way out is to further exploit the RG freedom, by considering a perturbative renormalization scheme change to possibly recover RGOPT solutions both AF-compatible and real [12] , as we discuss below.
Applications: F π /Λ MS
As an order parameter of the chiral symmetry breaking SU (n f ) L × SU (n f ) R → SU (n f ) L+R for n f = 2 or n f = 3 massless quarks, F π is related to the p 2 → 0 axial current correlator:
where
2 q, and F is F π in the strict chiral limit. The perturbative expansion of (4.1) in the MS scheme, with quark masses m = 0, can be extracted from known 4-loop calculations [14] :
2) where L ≡ ln m µ , and the coefficients f i j are given in [12] . Prior to performing the OPT, one subtlety is that in dimensional regularization (4.2) requires an extra (subtraction) renormalization:
on dimensional grounds, due to composite operator mixing. To obtain a finite and RG-invariant expression, this subtraction should be performed consistently with RG properties, and the perturbative coefficients s k in (4.3) are fixed from the coefficient of the L term at order k + 1 [4, 12] . One finds s 0 = 3/(16π 3 )(b 0 − γ 0 ), etc [12] .
We can now apply to the (subtracted) RG-invariant perturbative series for F the procedure (2.1), at orders δ k , then solving OPT and RG Eqs. (2.2), (3.2). In the first RG order approximation, and neglecting non-logarithmic terms at all orders in (4.2), results are exact and very transparent: the RG and OPT Eqs. (3.2),(2.2) have a unique, AF-compatible, real solution:
which already gives a quite realistic value F(m,α S ) = ( 5 8π 2 ) 1/2m ≃ 0.25Λ MS . Including higher RG and non-RG order terms, the RG and OPT equations, polynomial in (L, g), thus give at increasing δ -orders (too) many solutions, most being complex (conjugates). But requiring the L(g) solutions to match the standard AF perturbative behaviour (3.3) gives unique OPT and RG branches and completely fix the critical value (3.4). Unfortunately the intersection of these AF-compatible RG and OPT branches is complex at δ k , k ≥ 1 orders in the MS-scheme.
Recovering real AF-compatible solutions
The non-reality of AF-compatible solutions is an artifact of solving exactly polynomial equations, and to some extent also an accident of the MS-scheme. Thus one can expect to recover real solutions by a moderate (perturbative) deformation of the (AF-compatible) RGOPT solutions. A deformation consistent with RG properties is simply a standard perturbative renormalization scheme change (RSC). Since m is a spurious parameter, we consider RSC affecting only m:
which also let the RG Eq. (3.2) and Λ MS unaffected. One can now move in the RSC parameter space with some B k = 0 in (4.5) to possibly reach real solutions. Now to stay as near as possible to the reference MS-scheme, we require a closest contact solution between the RG and OPT curves (thus closest to MS), analytically given by colinearity of the tangent vectors of the two curves:
to be solved together with the OPT and RG Eqs. (2.2),(3.2) now forL,g,B k at successive orders. From basic RSC properties the differences with respect to the original MS-scheme are expected to decrease at higher perturbative order. Thus, besides recovering real solutions, RSC provides welldefined uncertainty estimates, since non-unique RSC prescriptions imply different results, that we take as intrinsic theoretical uncertainties of the method. The main results are shown for n f = 3 in Table 1 (normalized with a 4-loop perturbative Λ 4l expression (1.1)). Note thatm ′ /Λ is O(1) andα S stabilizes to reasonably perturbative values ≃ 0.4. For the similar n f = 2 results [12] , the theoretical RSC uncertainties are about twice larger (which can be traced to the larger RSC corrections and somewhat largerα S needed to reach real solutions). 
Explicit symmetry breaking and extracting α S (µ)
Now to get a more realistic result we should remember that the above calculation is actually for F π (m q → 0) in the exact chiral limit, and "subtract out" the explicit chiral symmetry breaking effects from non-zero m u , m d , m s , specially important in the SU (3) case. Denoting F and F 0 the F π values in the chiral SU (2) and SU (3) respectively, recently combined lattice results are [15] :
where the F value is robust, and F 0 was obtained by the MILC collaboration [16] using fits to nextto-next-leading order Chiral Perturbation [17] . It is worth however to keep in mind that lower F 0 values are also advocated [15] , hinting at a slower convergence of n f = 3 Chiral Perturbation [18, 17] . With the different theoretical uncertainties combined we thus obtain: This compares reasonably well with different kinds of lattice determinations for n f = 2 or n f = 3 (see [12] for a detailed comparison with Lattice Λ results). Finally using Λ(n f = 3) from (4.8) and a standard perturbative evolution at 4-loop including m c , m b threshold effects [19] we obtain α S (m Z ) = 0.1174
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Summary
Our version of the OPT with consistent RG properties implies a basic interpolation (2.1) with a in (3.4) = 1 uniquely determined by universal RG coefficients. This appears to drastically improve the convergence and stability properties. Calculating F π /Λ at three successive orders we extract rather precise α S values (4.9), taking into account intrinsic theoretical uncertainties of the method.
